

                        
                          Letter of Motivation

Right from my childhood, I have yearned to contribute an exemplary part towards the constructive developments of science and technology, for the benefit of my society I
 Have always though of pursuing a research oriented career since my bachelor in applied sciences. I am of the opinion that a career in research requires high level intelligence. Strong determination and a lot of hard work. My academic potential and research oriented experiences strengthened my confidence for pursuing more advanced education.

I have been bachelor in Applied DIT with specialization in DIT (Diploma in Information Technology). My high score in high secondary school as well as in entry test made it ease to get admission into one of countries most illustrious institute i.e. High secondary school of Panian haripur. Following an honor of being First position in College in (.............................) .I continued it with securing academics performance based award every year during my applied studies on the behalf of my academics performance my leadership qualities .disciplined campus life and good relationship management I was selected as Mr. president of Society of HSF in 2008. In parallel to this honor I was also selected as in-charge English language section of college literary society.

 During my bachelor of DIT a mature industrial experience afterwards. I have learnt a lot but i have realized that I need to learn more to advance frontiers in my field of interest (IT) I have realized that in the current scenario where innovations and change are the other of the day I need to strengthen my education further .

Though my academic records awards and on campus activities explicitly reveal my dedication to learning but I have also realized that possessing ‘dedication to learning’ dose not alone make a good research man. my active involvement in organization after my bachelor in DIT really helped me a lot and developing my leadership qualities organizational skills communication skills and improved my adaptability to work in a group with at utmost sincerity and dedication therefore, I believe all the attribute of a good research man.

I am very much interested in specializing myself in the field of(IT) that’s why I am looking for master in IT recent technological breakthroughs and desire for new functions generate on enormous demand for environment petroleum and construction industry.

Because of the many possible combination of component this field is very creative since it provides the opportunity to invent an almost unlimited set of new materials with a large spectrum of known and yet unknown properties. I appreciate the amount of challenge and innovation involved in it.

As a career plan after completing the master's level course. I wish to devote myself to comprehensive research work and lead to doctorate in earth sciences i.e. IT and RS in Pakistan , advancement in IT and RS still needs to flourish even our engineering institutes do not have up to mark faculties specialize in this area and I am anticipated to overcome this deficiency.

Among universities contributing into Erasmus Mundus master in MS DIT. I find IT equipped with state of the art research facilities for study of IT so it would definitely be the best place to realize by goals. this sort of facilities I can't find in Pakistan. the other reason why I want to take Erasmus Mundus master in IT is that this program is a 



confluence of people from every culture . Nationality. , religion, race and ideology. I am sure that my exposure to these kinds of diverse influences would aid in the overall development of my personality and help me broaden my concept from the narrower confines of nationalism to internationalism. Also with some of the best brains around it will be inspiring for me to bring the best out of myself.

I assure you that I would keep up my diligence and good demeanor during the course I an aware of the king of determination, team spirit and perseverance needed for your master program. I hope you find my purpose definitive and I fit in to your image of a promising student. I look forward to prove myself.
                                                                      
                                                                    Looking forward for a positive Response.
                                                                    
                                                                    Hameed ullah
                                       Haripur Pakistan  
                                       



















